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Vaida Marcinauskienė 

Integrated teaching in mathematics lessons 

(Kaunas, Lithuania 2019) 

I am Vaida Marcinauskienė. I have been a teacher of mathematics 

for 15 years. At present, I am working in Kaunas region Akademija 

Ugnė Karvelis gymnasium. My qualification category is teacher 

methodologist.  

In my sixth grades, there are 130 pupils. Three of them have special 

educational needs and one pupil comes from a migrant background. 

The age of the pupils is 12-13 years. I started teaching them from the 

fifth grade, when pupils started to study under the curriculum of 

basic education. 

Skills, motivation and personal qualities of my students vary a lot. In 

my opinion, knowing your pupils, their hobbies and acquired 

experience is crucial to success in the lesson. Before starting to teach them in the fifth grade, I set 

myself the goal of increasing pupils' motivation for learning and interest in mathematics as well as 

achieving higher pupils' progress considering differences of every student. In my practice, the 

electronic learning environment (EMA in Lithuanian) and integrated real-content tasks were the most 

effective tools to help me achieve the set goal. 

I started using the EMA exercise tasks (https://emapamokos.lt/) in the 5th grade. Lessons were 

organized at least once a week in a computer reading room. Pupils were able to accomplish these 

tasks according to their level of learning, 

pace and abilities – their learning content 

was differentiated and their learning was 

individualized. After each evaluation in the 

digital space, every pupil saw not only his 

mistakes and the right decisions, but also 

the progress of learning depicted in the 

linear chart, which influenced strengthening 

of learning motivation. 
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All pupils, learning in a virtual environment, managed to evaluate their own change in progress and 

to predict areas they need to work in more. The positive development of each student's educational 

progress was individual. Such mathematics lessons were very appealing to the pupils because they 

were more interested and attracted to work in the digital space than writing on paper or on a 

blackboard. In addition, pupils improved their computer literacy skills through digital tasks. A 

traditional lesson - not for a modern child!  

I also sought to consolidate mathematical knowledge through integrated practical tasks using the 

experience and knowledge of the pupils. Together with natural science teachers, we developed 

integrated tasks that are attractive by their content for 5-6 grade students. In the natural science 

lessons, the pupils performed real experiments and used their results in the mathematics lessons for 

calculations, data comparison and diagrams. 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphic imaging helped my pupils to understand and analyze the results obtained, deepen cognitive 

and creative competencies and consolidate mathematical skills. I usually organized work in small 

groups of four pupils. This way, they learned not only the new material, but also the art of division of 

labor, friendly cooperation and the art of subject discussion. I noticed that applying the group method 

all the students in the class worked willingly and the stronger ones helped the weaker learners. 

The results showed that digital tools helped to involve pupils with weaker abilities in the learning 

process and integrated real-content tasks motivated students to develop their calculating skills. 

Therefore, I think that integration of mathematics and natural sciences contributes to the 

attractiveness and success of the learning process for everyone. 
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Questions for reflection: 

1. Could application of digital tools in the lessons be attractive for your pupils? 

2. Would students‘ achievements improve integrating mathematics with natural and computer 

sciences? 

3. Would these means encourage greater involvement of low-skilled pupils in lesson activities? 

 


